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Abstract

Large-scale vision-language models (VLM) have shown
impressive results for language-guided search applications.
While these models allow category-level queries, they cur-
rently struggle with personalized searches for moments in
a video where a specific object instance such as “My dog
Biscuit” appears. We present the following three contribu-
tions to address this problem. First, we describe a method
to meta-personalize a pre-trained VLM, i.e., learning how to
learn to personalize a VLM at test time to search in video.
Our method extends the VLM’s token vocabulary by learn-
ing novel word embeddings specific to each instance. To
capture only instance-specific features, we represent each
instance embedding as a combination of shared and learned
global category features. Second, we propose to learn such
personalization without explicit human supervision. Our
approach automatically identifies moments of named visual
instances in video using transcripts and vision-language
similarity in the VLM’s embedding space. Finally, we intro-
duce This-Is-My, a personal video instance retrieval bench-
mark. We evaluate our approach on This-Is-My and Deep-
Fashion2 and show that we obtain a 15% relative improve-
ment over the state of the art on the latter dataset.

1. Introduction
The recent introduction of large-scale pre-trained vision-

language models (VLMs) has enabled many new vision
tasks, including zero-shot classification and retrieval [14,
18, 22], image/video generation [12, 24, 25, 27, 28, 32], or
language-guided question answering [1, 19, 42]. It is now
possible to search not only for specific object categories
(e.g., dogs) but also for more specific descriptions of both
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Figure 1. Meta-Personalized Vision-Language Model (VLM)
to Retrieve Named Instances in Video. Given a video where a
user-specific instance, e.g., “My dog Biscuit” is mentioned, our
method automatically learns a representation for the user-specific
instance in the VLM’s text input space. The personalized VLM
can then be used to retrieve the learned instance in other contexts
through natural language queries, e.g., <my dog Biscuit>
grabbing a pink frisbee. This result is enabled by meta-
personalizing the VLM on a large-scale dataset of narrated videos
by pre-learning shared global category tokens (in this example for
the category of ’dogs’), which are then easily personalized to user-
specific instances from only a few user-given training examples.

the object and scene attributes (e.g., “A small white dog
playing at the dog park”). However, we often do not want
to search for just any example of a generic category but in-
stead to find a specific instance. For example, a user might
want to search their personal video library for all the scenes
that show their dog “Biscuit grabbing a pink frisbee”, as
illustrated in Figure 1. Since VLMs do not have a represen-
tation of “Biscuit,” such queries are beyond the capabilities
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of off-the-shelf VLMs.
Recent work [5] proposed a method to extend the lan-

guage encoder’s vocabulary with a newly learned token that
represents a specific personal instance to address this is-
sue. While this approach enables language-guided search
for personal instances by placing the learned tokens in the
query prompt, their solution assumes a collection of man-
ually annotated images showing the individual instance in
various contexts for successful token learning. For this ap-
proach to work in practice, a user must manually annotate
all their important personal instances in various contexts,
such that the instance representation does not capture nui-
sance features, e.g., the background. We thus identify two
key challenges: 1) collecting personal instance examples
without explicit human labeling and 2) learning a gener-
alizable object-centric representation of personal instances
from very few examples.

The contributions of this work are three-fold. As our first
contribution, we propose a method to automatically identify
important personal instances in videos for personalizing a
vision-language model without explicit human annotations.
Indeed, people often record and refer to personal items or
relationships in videos found online. Our approach is thus
to identify mentions of personal instances in a video au-
tomatically and leverage these moments to build a set of
personal instances for training. To this end, we extract the
transcripts of videos using speech-to-text models and find
candidate moments by looking for occurrences of “this is
my *” or similar possessive adjective patterns. The symbol
* in this example could represent a single word or sequence
of words describing the instance (e.g., *= “dog Biscuit”).
We then use vision-language similarity to filter non-visual
examples and to find additional occurrences in the video
for training For example, we found more than six thousand
named instances in 50K videos randomly sampled from the
Merlot Reserve dataset [44]. We call the resulting collection
of named instances in videos the This-Is-My dataset.

As our second contribution, we propose a novel model
and training procedure to learn text tokens representing
the named instances in video from possibly very few and
noisy training examples. Our method represents each in-
stance with learned tokens and models each token as a linear
combination of a set of pre-learned category-specific fea-
tures shared across different instances. This set of shared
category-specific features (similar to object attributes) im-
proves the generalization of our method by preventing the
instance representations from capturing nuisance features
(e.g., the scene background). Furthermore, we show how
to pre-train and adapt the shared category features using a
large set of automatically collected This-Is-My examples,
further improving our model’s few-shot personalization per-
formance at test-time. We call this pre-training of shared
category features meta-personalization. In contrast to prior

work [5], our method does not require training additional
neural network models and requires only the optimization
of a contrastive learning objective.

As our final contribution, we demonstrate and evalu-
ate our model on an existing fashion item retrieval bench-
mark, DeepFashion2, and our new challenging This-Is-My
video instance retrieval dataset4 depicting specific object
instances across different videos and contexts. Our ex-
periments demonstrate that our method outperforms sev-
eral baselines and prior approaches on these challenging
language-guided instance retrieval tasks.

2. Related Work

Vision-Language Models for Video Retrieval. Vision-
language foundational models [14, 18, 22] have been suc-
cessful for zero-shot and other diverse video tasks, such as
video question answering [19, 42], language-video ground-
ing [13,37,41], and text-to-video retrieval [11,16,17,20,21,
39, 40]. These models have a powerful representation that
transfers well to the video domain to achieve competitive
performance on video-language tasks. Our approach builds
on these powerful representations to retrieve specific named
instances in video.
Personalized Concept Learning. Adapting a model to
learn a user-specific representation has been a significant
topic in machine learning research, including recommenda-
tion systems [2, 3] and federated learning [15]. Relevant to
us are recent approaches for adapting vision-language mod-
els to object instances. PALAVRA [5] proposes a learn-
ing scheme that appends a learnable token for a new per-
sonalized concept to the token embedding of the input text
prompt. This learned representation helps to preserve the
personalized concept. DualPrompt [36] introduces a frame-
work that learns a small set of prompts to emphasize more
specific concepts without forgetting the learned concepts in
the pre-trained foundational model. There have also been
works that have extended this personalized concept learning
to image generation [4,8,26]. While these approaches adapt
a vision-language model to personal instances, they perform
the adaptation independently for each instance and do not
“meta-train” for the personalization task for improved few-
shot learning as we do in this work.
Fine-tuning and Test-time Adaptation. Fine-tuning is a
common strategy to adapt a pretrained model for a spe-
cific downstream task by transferring the source model to
a target domain. Recent works on vision-language model
tuning include CLIP-Adapter [9] that proposes to conduct
fine-tuning with an extra bottleneck layer while freezing
the pre-trained CLIP model. WiSE-FT [38] resolves the
distribution shift caused by fine-tuning and ensembles the
weights of the original and fine-tuned model to increase ro-

4Available at https://danielchyeh.github.io/metaper/
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Figure 2. Overview of our Personalized Vision-Language Model. Our model augments a frozen VLM (blue) with novel personal
instance tokens w = Cz (orange) that are a combination of global category features C (green) with instance-specific weights z ∈ Z
(yellow). Our approach for personalized instance retrieval has three stages. First, we pre-learn global category features CD on a large set
of automatically mined named personal instances in videos. We call this process Meta-Personalization (left). In the second step (middle),
we adapt the meta-personalized category features CD at test-time and learn novel instance weights z ∈ ZP to represent a user’s personal
instances via w = CPz. Finally (right), we leverage the (frozen) personalized instance tokens w in natural language queries at query time.

bustness. Prior test-time adaption works [31, 34, 35] fine-
tune on target data without information from the source
data. Our approach leverages test-time adaptation for up-
dating our meta-personalized model to user-specific data.
Meta-Learning. We draw inspiration from meta-learning
(“learning to learn”) [6, 7, 43], which enables models to
quickly adapt to new tasks by learning on a diverse set of
tasks. Hence, given only a handful of novel training exam-
ples, the model can be adapted to novel tasks. Our approach
borrows the idea of meta-learning to meta-personalize a
model by learning global category features from a large
video database. We then adapt the global features during
test-time training from only few examples of user-specific
instances to enable query-time retrieval.

3. (Meta-)Personalization of Named Instances

Our goal is to learn representations of personal items in
video that enable retrieval through natural language queries.
To achieve this goal, we have to address the key challenge
of adapting a model with one or few examples of a named
instance. To address this challenge, we propose a meta-
personalization approach that learns to personalize given a
large corpus of named instances mined from videos with
transcriptions. We illustrate our approach in Figure 2.

In the first step (Figure 2 (left)), we mine automatically a
collection D of named instances from videos with transcrip-
tions for meta-personalization. We use this collection to
train a proposed model MC,z that includes global category
features C and instance-specific parameters z. The global
category features C are lightweight and shared across all

instances. Given a natural language query u and video
v, the model returns a score MC,z(u, v). During meta-
personalization, given a training loss L, we jointly optimize
the loss over the global category features C and instance
parameters Z for each named instance in the collection D,

(CD,ZD) ∈ argmin
(C,Z)

∑
z∈Z

L(C, z). (1)

Note that here the instance-specific parameters ZD learnt
via (1) are discarded while the global category features
CD are kept as the meta-personalized part of the model.
The global category featuresCD capture information shared
across instances relevant to the personalization task.

In the second step (Figure 2 (middle)), we are given a set
of named video instances P (e.g., automatically mined from
someone’s personal video library) and wish to perform test-
time personalization of the model to this person’s instances.
Here each instance is represented by only one or few exam-
ples. In this step, we optimize the training loss L over the
global category features C and the set of instance parame-
ters Z for all instances in the personal set P starting from
the pre-trained global category features CD and random Z .
We obtain the personalized model parameters (CP ,ZP) as

(CP ,ZP) ∈ argmin
(C,Z)

∑
z∈Z

L(C, z). (2)

We now keep both CP and ZP .
In the final step (Figure 2 (right)), we perform retrieval

over a potentially large dataset using the test-time person-
alized model MCP ,z (where z ∈ ZP ). We next describe
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Figure 3. Automatic mining of named instances in video for
meta-personalization. Our automatic mining pipeline includes
three steps (from bottom to top). Step 1 finds named instances via
string-matching of possessive patterns in video transcripts. Step 2
filters non-visual instances using text-to-visual relevance between
the instance name and the video shots neighboring the named in-
stance. Finally, Step 3 retrieves additional shots with high visual
similarity to the instance reference shot.

how we automatically mine the named instances in video D
for meta-personalization (Sec. 3.1), and our full model M
for query-time retrieval and loss L for meta-personalization
and test-time personalization (Sec. 3.2).

3.1. Automatic Mining of Named Instances in Video

To identify personal instances without explicit supervi-
sion, we leverage a collection of videos from the web along
with their corresponding time-aligned transcripts. These
transcripts can be automatically generated through speech-
to-text models [23, 33]. We now describe a procedure to
mine these data for a set of moments (i.e., a collection
of video shots) depicting a referred personal instance in
the transcript without the need for manual annotation. We
will use these moments for training a meta-personalization
model (Sec. 3.2).
Spotting Named Instances. Here our goal is to find
moments where candidate personal instances are men-
tioned in videos. We do so by searching for pos-
sessive text patterns5 such as "This is my ∗" in a
corpus of time-aligned video transcripts. This string-
matching process outputs a list of candidate instance
names ∗ associated with video timestamps t∗. In prac-

5List of possessive text patterns: <this is my>, <this is
our>, <this is his>, <this is her>, <this is their>,
<these are my>, <these are our>, <these are his>,
<these are her>, <these are their>

tice, we keep up to four words after a possessive text
pattern is matched based on text-visual similarity (see
supp. for details). That way, we can retrieve simple
named instances such as This is my dog (∗ =dog)
but also complex ones like This is my favorite
CHANEL classic handbag (∗ =CHANEL classic
handbag). Note also that a single video might include
multiple string matches; for instance, the example video il-
lustrated in Figure 3 (Step 1) includes two matches: "This
is our time to talk about" at time 1:30 and
"This is my fender guitar" at time 3:25.

Filtering Non-visual Instances. The previous spotting step
only searches for potential instances using the transcript,
yielding many string matches that are non-visual, i.e., the
strings do not describe the visible content in the video. Here
we aim to filter out these non-visual instances. We do so by
computing the text-to-visual relevance between the instance
name (e.g., fender guitar) and the neighboring shots
around the time when the instance is mentioned. We add
neighboring shots to cover cases where the named instances
are shown just before or after they are mentioned. Con-
cretely, given a sequence ofm video shots S = [s1, . . . , sm]
automatically extracted with [30], we find the shot st∗ that
overlaps with t∗ (the time when the instance was men-
tioned). Next, we form a set of candidate visual references
St∗ = [st∗−1, st∗ , st∗+1] comprising a window of shots that
are previous and subsequent to st∗ . We then compute text-
to-visual relevance scores using CLIP [22] encoders. This
encoding process yields L2-normalized embeddings fl(∗)
for the named instance and fv(si) for each shot si ∈ St∗ .
We compute fv(si) by averaging the visual embeddings of
all frames in the corresponding shot. Finally, we compute
the cosine similarity between every (fl(∗), fv(si)) pair and
retain a visual reference shot s∗ if the highest cosine similar-
ity is greater than 0.3. This filtering step outputs a cleaned
set of named instances with a corresponding visual refer-
ence. Figure 3 (Step 2) illustrates how we prune out non-
visual matches such as time to talk about. In con-
trast, visual instances such as fender guitar are kept
and matched with a visual reference.

Finding Additional Instance Shots. Since frames from a
single video shot provide only limited variability in the in-
stance appearance and could thus limit the learning, we aim
to recover other shots from the video where that instance
appears. We leverage CLIP’s visual encoder to compute the
visual similarity between the instance’s reference shot s∗

and every shot si ∈ S. We extract an embedding fv(s∗) for
the reference shot s∗ and an embedding fv(si) for each shot
si. Similar to the non-visual filtering step, we average the
CLIP embeddings of each frame belonging to a shot. Then,
we compute the cosine similarity between the embeddings
for the reference shot and every candidate shot in the video.
We keep the shots whose cosine similarity with the refer-
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Figure 4. Model Overview. Our model MC,z extends CLIP’s
language input vocabulary with nw novel instance-specific tokens
wy

i = Clz
y
i , which we model as a linear combination of meta-

personalized category features Cl with weights zyi . Note that the
vision and language encoders are frozen during this process.

ence is greater than 0.9. Figure 3 (Step 3) illustrates the
output of this final step in the automatic mining pipeline.
Our mining algorithm allow us to retrieve additional shots
for the instance fender guitar. Now the instance ex-
amples not only include a clean close-up of the guitar, but
also shots where the guitar is being played or held by its
owner.

3.2. Learning Personal Instance Representations

The result of the mining procedure described above is a
dataset consisting of a set of video shots D = {s1, . . . , sn}
and corresponding instance IDs Y = {y1, . . . , yn}, where
yi = yj if si and sj are video shots that are assumed to
contain the same instance. We now describe how we use
these data to learn representations of the collected instances.

Our approach is to leverage a large-scale pre-trained
vision-language model (CLIP [22]) and augment its lan-
guage encoder with a set of novel personal instance tokens.
Let fv(s) be the output of the visual encoder for shot s
(computed as the average over the frame embeddings) and
let fl(u) be the output of the language encoder for a natural
language input u = [v1, . . . , vm] of m token embeddings,
where vi ∈ Rd denote learned token embeddings of the pre-
training vocabulary (positional embeddings are included but
omitted from the notation). We propose to extend this vo-
cabulary with novel personal instance tokens. Concretely,
our approach introduces a set wy = {wy

i }
nw
i=1 of nw new

tokens that represent a personal instance y ∈ Y .
To learn these tokens and to perform personalized re-

trieval at test time, we construct natural language person-

alized queries as

ûp = [p1, . . . , pk−1, w
y
1 , . . . , w

y
nw
, pk+1, . . . , pm], (3)

where pi are token embeddings of a chosen prompt p =
[p1, . . . , pm]. During training, the prompt p corresponds
to a random template of the form [An image of *],
[* can be seen in this photo], [There is

* in this image], etc., and k denotes the position of
the * placeholder for the instance tokens.
Instances as Combinations of Category Features. Since
learning personal instance tokens from possibly very few
examples runs the danger of overfitting (e.g., to nuisance
features in the background), we propose to parameterize
them as

wy
i = Clz

y
i ∈ Rd×1, (4)

where zyi ∈ Rq×1 is a vector of learnable weights spe-
cific to each instance and Cl ∈ Rd×q is a matrix of learn-
able global category features, which are shared for all in-
stances belonging to the same object category l ∈ Y (e.g.,
Y = {car, person, dog, . . .}) and constitute the set CD =
{Cl}l∈Y . We illustrate the model in Figure 4.

We can think of the columns of Cl as representing a set
of shared category features and the final instance token wy

i

as a linear combination of these features with weights zyi .
Our aim is that only category-specific features are captured
during training and irrelevant features (e.g., about the back-
ground) are discarded. Intuitively, the columns of Cl could
correspond to attributes of an object category, e.g., if we
were to learn “car” features, these could capture their color,
brand, type, or age, to name a few. To identify which cat-
egory matrix Cl to use for an instance y, we rely on 0-shot
classification using vision-language similarity between in-
stance shots and a generic prompt for the category l ∈ Y .
Contrastive Personal Token Learning. We propose a con-
trastive learning objective to learn the personal instance to-
kens wy using a set of video shots containing the instance
y. To this end, let ψi := fv(si) be an encoding of a video
shot si, i.e., the average frame encoding of all frames in the
shot, and let ϕi := fl(û

p
i ) denote the language encoding of

a corresponding personalized query. We learn the novel to-
kens wy and shared category features Cl by optimizing two
contrastive objectives: a language-language contrastive ob-
jective Ll and a vision-language contrastive objective Lvl.
The language-language objective is given by

Ll =
∑
i∈B

∑
j ̸=i∈B

−1{yi = yj} log

(
d (ϕi, ϕj)∑

k ̸=i∈B d (ϕi, ϕk)

)
,

(5)
where d(a, b) := exp

(
1
λ

a⊺b
∥a∥2∥b∥2

)
measures the similarity

between the feature vectors a and b, λ = 0.1 is a tempera-
ture parameter, and B is a randomly sampled training mini-
batch. The vision-language objective is similarly defined as
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Figure 5. Examples from This-Is-My { Meta-Personalization D (top) vs Test-time personalization P (bottom-left) vs Query-time Q
(bottom-right)} datasets. In the Query-time dataset (bottom-right), we design a challenging video instance retrieval task. For example,
in (a) the named instance (i.e., Alex’s piano) is in the background and is barely visible and in (b) the background scenes in the query-time
dataset (bottom-right) are completely different from the test-time personalization dataset (bottom-left) depicting the same named instance.

Lvl =
∑
i,j∈B

−1{yi = yj} log
(

d (ϕi, ψj)∑
k∈N d (ϕi, ψk)

)
, (6)

with the set of negative examples N comprising both other
examples in the batch B and non-instance shots from the
videos containing the named instances, i.e., shots that have
low vision-language similarity. The loss is low when the
encodings for video shots and personalized queries with the
same instance ID are more similar than to other queries. In-
cluding non-instance segments as negatives can help discard
non-instance features such as scene background.

To further constrain the learning toward category-
specific attributes, we include a loss that maximizes the
similarity between a personal instance query and a generic
category query. Concretely, let cl be a category query em-
bedding for category l (e.g., “An image of a [car]”) to which
instance y belongs. We then include the following category-
anchoring loss

Lc = −
∑
i∈B

cl
⊺ϕi

∥cl∥2∥ϕi∥2
. (7)

To summarize, our training loss L (see Equations 1 and
2) for meta- and test-time personalization is given by

L = Ll + Lvl + λcLc, (8)

where λc = 0.5, controls the amount of category anchoring.

4. This-Is-My Dataset
Our This-Is-My dataset comprises three subsets for meta-

personalization, test-time personalization, and querying.
We describe each subset next.

Meta-Personalization Dataset D. We gather this subset
with the automatic mining algorithm introduced in Section
3.1. We leverage the Merlot Reserve dataset [44], which
contains more than 20 million videos from YouTube and
their corresponding time-aligned transcripts. In practice,
we start from a subset of 50K randomly sampled Merlot
Reserve videos. We spot 6058 named instances using var-
ious text possessive templates. Our visual filtering step re-
moves 52% of instances, generating a total of 2908 named
instances with a visual reference. Finally, we mine addi-
tional samples for each instance, yielding a total of 49256
instance samples. This subset includes a wide variety of vi-
sual concepts, ranging from common objects such as bikes
to rare concepts such as toaster. While we design our min-
ing pipeline to minimize noise, it is limited by CLIP’s capa-
bility to distinguish between similar object instances. For
instance, while we find several samples of the fender
guitar instance, it includes other shots that do not cor-
respond to the aforementioned guitar (Figure 5 (top)). Nev-
ertheless, we will show empirically that this subset is still
useful for meta-personalization purposes (Section 5).
Test-time Personalization Dataset P . Our goal is to cre-
ate a test dataset that recreates the scenario where a person
wants to find when their personal instances appear in their
video collection. We want to make this task close to the real
scenario where a person records the same visual instance,
e.g., their dog, across multiple places and situations. Our
strategy is to emulate such a scenario by finding YouTube
channels that frequently mention the same instance across
multiple videos. While Merlot Reserve is large and diverse,
only few channels are represented with more than one video
in the dataset. Instead, we download all videos and auto-
matic transcripts from the channels of 15 popular YouTube
bloggers. We then run our mining algorithm, but manu-
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ally supervise the steps for visual filtering and finding addi-
tional instance samples. We first manually verify that each
instance name and its visual reference are good matches.
Then, we find additional sample shots across all videos in
the channel by ranking them according to their visual simi-
larity to the instance reference shot. Finally, we review and
label the top 1000-scored shots for each named instance.
The supplementary material includes a screenshot of the
annotation tool. In total, this subset includes 15 named in-
stances with more than 686 labeled samples. Figure 5 (bot-
tom left) shows two example instances in our dataset.
Query-time Dataset Q. Our end goal is to retrieve named
instances via natural language queries. We would like to
be able to find videos when <my dog biscuit> is
grabbing a pink Frisbee. To this end, we man-
ually caption 30 instance samples with descriptive queries.
Thus, the Query-time dataset includes (manually captioned)
video-caption pairs containing instances from the Test-time
Personalization dataset. Figure 5 (bottom right) shows man-
ually curated captions for two instances in our dataset.

5. Experiments
Our experiments first ablate our model’s contributions

and loss design (Section 5.1), and evaluate our final model
in personalized instance retrieval benchmarks (Section 5.2).
Evaluation Datasets and Metrics. We evaluate our ap-
proach on two datasets: (i) our newly introduced This-Is-
My personal video instance retrieval benchmark, and (ii) the
personalized image retrieval benchmark built on DeepFash-
ion2 [10] proposed by [5]. We evaluate retrieval perfor-
mance in two settings:
1) Generic Instance Retrieval: In this case, we build
queries for learned instances using a generic prompt, i.e.,
“An image of *”, and measure retrieval performance using
mean Average Precision (mAP) and Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR). In this setting, there are multiple correct matches.
2) Contextualized Instance Retrieval: In this case, we use
natural language queries that describe the personal instance
in a specific context, e.g., using a scene description such as
“A photo of * lying on the beach.”. In this case, we assume
there is only a single correct match, and we measure perfor-
mance with MRR and Recall-at-5 (R@5).
Implementation Details. We use the ViT-B/16 version of
CLIP in most of our experiments if not otherwise indicated.
All the learnable parameters zi and Cl are randomly ini-
tialized from N (0, 0.1). We set the number of category
features to q = 512 and the number of instance tokens to
nw = 1 by default. No data augmentation is used during
training (the visual embeddings thus have to be computed
just once). For meta-personalization of category features
Cl, we randomly select 32 named instances from D that are
0-shot classified to each category l and train for 20 epochs.
This process is repeated 10 times, re-initializing zi each

Table 1. Ablation Experiments. We verify our model and training
objective design through ablations on This-Is-My and DeepFash-
ion2. We report personal instance retrieval performance in terms
of mAP and MRR (higher is better).

This-Is-My DeepFashion2
Ablation mAP MRR mAP MRR

a) w/o meta-pers. 54.1±1.3 83.1±2.1 35.2±0.5 55.2±1.9
b) single C 55.5±0.4 86.9±0.5 44.1±0.5 64.7±1.5
c) w/o Ll 53.9±1.0 86.4±2.2 47.3±0.8 68.3±1.2
d) w/o Lc 48.9±1.0 78.6±2.4 47.1±0.5 68.4±0.8
e) N = B 47.4±0.4 73.7±1.8 - -
f) w/o pre-trained C 53.0±0.7 85.1±3.0 44.3±0.8 67.1±1.0

Ours 56.4±0.6 87.4±1.2 47.3±0.7 69.9±0.8

time while retaining Cl from the previous run. Although
updating the parameters of Cl to a small set of instances
P at test time is beneficial, there is a risk of overfitting
when only a few or just a single instance of each category is
provided. To mitigate this, we include additional instances
from D with the same categories as contained in P during
test time personalization. All our results are averaged over
five runs, each with different random seeds, and we report
the standard error for each experiment.

5.1. Ablations

In Table 1 we report results in the generic instance re-
trieval setting for the following ablations to illustrate the
effect of our model and training objective design:
a) w/o meta-personalization: In this case, we do not learn
a meta-personalized C and instead directly learn instance
embeddings wi. This ablation demonstrates that learning
global category attributes through meta-personalization im-
proves generalization at test-time personalization.
b) single C (shared for all categories): In this experi-
ment, we learn only a single category matrix C, which is
shared among all the categories. The results demonstrate
that learning separate attributes per category is better than
sharing global attributes among all categories.
c) w/o Ll: We explore the influence of the language-
language contrastive loss Ll. The benefits of Ll are more
pronounced in This-Is-My, where instances belong to dif-
ferent categories.
d) w/o Lc: We analyze the contribution of the category-
anchoring loss Lc. Including Lc is important on This-Is-My,
likely because it keeps the learning focused on the category
and prevents it from capturing other scene features. This
is less the case on DeepFashion2, where images are very
object-centric, and there is less background variety.
e) N = B (w/o non-instance segments): We do not use
non-instance segments N (i.e., segments of the same video
but low vision-language similarity) as additional negatives
in this ablation. Including N is important, as it can help pre-
vent the instance embedding from capturing non-instance
nuisance features from the scene.
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Figure 6. Contextualized This-Is-My Retrievals. We show
personalized query-time retrievals for four This-Is-My instances.
Search prompts are shown on the left and correct retrievals are
highlighted in green.

f) w/o pre-trained C: In this case, we randomly initialize
C instead of using a meta-personalized C. Compared to a)
the sharing of category attributes among fashion items in
DeepFashion2 shows clear benefits. This is less the case for
This-Is-My, where instances belong to different categories.

5.2. Personal Instance Retrieval Benchmarks

Baselines. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach, we compare it to prior work [5] and the following
strong baselines: CLIP (visual), which represents each in-
stance as the average visual embedding of the correspond-
ing training examples, CLIP (language), which represents
each instance with a 0-shot prompt embedding of the corre-
sponding category name, and CLIP (V+L), which uses the
average of the visual and language embedding.
Named Video Instance Retrieval on This-Is-My. We eval-
uate our approach on the 15 named instances in our This-Is-
My test-time personalization dataset P . To learn personal
instance tokens, we train on video shots that occur in the
video where the instance was named. All other video shots
(belonging to other videos) are in the retrieval corpus for
evaluation. Furthermore, we also include all other shots
that do not contain the instance in the retrieval corpus as
distractors. For contextualized retrieval we use the manu-
ally collected text captions from the query-time dataset Q
as queries. We compare against the baselines and report
contextualized retrieval performance on the left and generic
instance retrieval performance on the right of Table 2. Our
model clearly outperforms the baselines in both settings. In-
terestingly, the visual and language baselines have opposing
advantages in generic vs. contextualized retrieval, while our
model performs well in both settings. Qualitative retrieval
results are shown in Figures 6.
Fashion Item Retrieval on DeepFashion2. We follow the
setup of [5] and consider DeepFashion2 [10] for personal-
ized fashion item retrieval. The dataset in this setting con-
sists of 653 training and 221 evaluation images across 50

Table 2. This-Is-My Video Instance Retrieval Task. We report
personal instance retrieval performance in language-specified con-
texts (e.g., “* catching a pink frisbee”) on the left and generic in-
stance retrieval (e.g., “An image of *”) on the right.

Context. Retr. Generic Retr.
Method MRR R@5 mAP MRR

Random 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 1.1±0.2 2.2±1.3
CLIP (language) 30.8±0.0 36.7±0.0 16.6±0.0 44.2±0.0
CLIP (visual) 10.3±1.0 12.0±1.6 48.0±0.6 75.0±3.2
CLIP (V+L) 20.9±1.6 23.3±2.1 51.7±0.4 81.9±0.0

Ours 42.0±1.3 50.7±1.8 56.4±0.6 87.4±1.2

Table 3. Fashion Item Retrieval on DeepFashion2. We evaluate
our approach on the personalized instance retrieval task with con-
textualized queries from [5] (left) and generic instance retrieval
(right). Results with * use ViT-B/32 instead of ViT-B/16.

Context. Retr. Generic Retr.
Method MRR R@5 mAP MRR

Random 2.9±0.2 1.8±0.5 4.7±0.5 9.5±2.0
CLIP (language) 21.2±0.0 25.3±0.0 8.3±0.0 16.9±0.0
CLIP (visual) 14.2±0.3 17.3±0.3 20.6±0.4 43.7±1.1
CLIP (V+L) 20.8±0.8 25.4±1.7 20.5±0.5 42.8±1.2
Adapter* [5] 5.9±0.7 - - -
COLLIE* [5, 29] 7.9±0.7 - - -
PALAVRA* [5] 28.4±0.7 39.2±1.3 - -

Ours* 34.4±0.7 45.2±1.1 40.0±1.0 69.3±1.8
Ours 38.4±0.4 51.4±0.4 53.4±0.4 77.7±0.6

instances (i.e., unique fashion items). While our focus is on
video retrieval, our model and training objective can be used
for image retrieval with minimal adjustments. We perform
meta-personalization by pre-training on other non-instance-
labeled images of DeepFashion2 (using only a single train-
ing image per instance). For a fair comparison with [5], the
instance tokens are learned by randomly sampling k = 5
images per instance for training. We compare to results
from [5] and the baselines in Table 3. Results using contex-
tualized queries provided by [5] are on the left, and generic
instance retrieval performance on the right. Note that [5]
does not provide results for generic instance retrieval so we
leave these two columns empty (-). Our approach outper-
forms the baselines and prior work by a large margin.

6. Conclusion
We have introduced a meta-personalization approach for

learning to retrieve named instances in video given a natu-
ral language query. We demonstrated the effectiveness of
our approach on two datasets and showed that it outper-
forms strong baselines. Our effort is a step towards vision-
language models trained over a large number of general and
personal concepts. Our approach opens up the possibility of
personalized language-based video editing, summarization,
and generation, e.g., identify the key instances in a collec-
tion of footage and create an edited story about the instances
using natural language.
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